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2020 National Honor Society
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/By Caleb Creager/

The coaches and players of our winter sports teams are working hard to prepare for the upcoming season and they are glad that we
have a season so far without too many changes.
Mr. McKnight, Mr. May, and Coach Banks will coach the men’s
varsity and junior varsity basketball teams, respectively. Mr. McKnight
said that he wants everyone to “stay safe so we can have a safe season” and he wants to “bring back the marine spirit that we had years
ago.” Mr. McKnight said that he wants the boys to improve on being a
team and he wants to see them make it all the way this year.
Mr. Baker, the women’s basketball coach, has said that he is
excited to return to the basketball season with a team of 14 girls. The
leading contributors, Jersey Ramos, Krysta Mullin, and Morgan Stuckey
should be returning this year, with some promising freshman additions
to the team. They will have a few new girls that haven’t had the
chance to play before, however, Mr. Baker is glad to help them learn
the skills necessary to play. He looks forward to helping the girls improve offensively by the end of the year.

Marine Murder Mystery

Congratulations to the new members of the Hamilton NHS!
Members are selected based on four qualities; scholarship (academic
achievement), leadership, service (volunteering), and character.
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/By Isabelle Sims/

(Disclaimer: This is a story. Anything that hap- ment may have been a motive for his death.
pens in this article is fiction and is for the eduForensics Lab Manager Iddings stated,
cational purposes of Hamilton’s forensics
"Detective Stuckey has been working diligently
class.)
towards identifying questions for suspects and
Through recent interviews by our lead
witnesses. I anticipate any day now, he will
forensics investigator, Detective Jackson Stuck- bring those questions for review and will reey, we’ve discovered a rather large dislike of
ceive a list of potential witnesses and/or susMr. Bitterfold, the victim of the recent tragedy pects for him to schedule interviews with.”
at Hamilton Community Schools. It seems he
Detective Stuckey commented on the
was not known for being kind and had several investigation as well, “My interviews lead me to
lasting quarrels with students and staff mem- believe that Mr. Bitterfold was a harsh, mean,
bers. We have reason to believe a disagreeman. He didn't get along with many students or

staff. I have discovered an individual who was a
large target of Mr. Bitterfold’s unkindness, and I
believe the case is now all coming together”
Detective Stuckey is hard at work on
discovering the culprit of the crime and bringing them justice. Another round of interviews
will be the next step in narrowing the focus to
those who were involved in the disagreements,
and to uncover anyone who may have had a
reason for or involvement in his death. Anyone
with helpful information is encouraged to contact Detective Stuckey or HCS.

On the Impact Beat
/By Meghyn McMullen/

Impact Institute is a program in which 11th and 12th grade students at Hamilton and other local schools spend half of their school day learning skills relevant to their future careers. As the fourth installment of our running series,
we interviewed Rowan DeWitt, who studies Interactive Media at Impact.
DeWitt, a senior at Hamilton, is a second year impact student. Interactive Media is a program that covers a wide range of skills, from video and audio editing to graphic design and photography. One of the main focuses of the
course is adobe programs like Photoshop, Animate, and Premiere pro. Besides
(Pictured left to right) Jackson Stuckey, Deagon Gersbacher, and Rowan DeWitt in the
Suite Life on Deck video
just learning the programs, DeWitt says some of the benefits of attending Interactive media are “college credits and...getting certified in the [Adobe] programs which is going to be great for college applications” They plan
on going to Trine for two years and then transferring to St. Francis to ‘hone their skills in art’. After college their dream career is being a cartoonist
or an animator. Animation is DeWitt’s favorite thing that they’ve learned at Impact, “I really enjoy doing animations in Animate and learning to do
tweens has been pretty fun.” (continued on back)
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(continued from front) According to DeWitt one of the biggest
misconceptions about Interactive Media is that it’s an easy course just
because it’s all about art. “It’s not easy, there’s a reason why you don’t
see many artists that are actually good at their craft.” Although DeWitt
thinks a lot of people don’t value art or find it essential, they say that art
is a difficult skill to learn and because of this Interactive Media can be a
hard course at times. However they have a strategy to get through
some of the harder projects, “Basically if you have any interests that
you’re really into at the moment just try to put them into your projects
so it motivates you to go through with the project.” For example DeWitt
likes to make animations about characters from their favorite book series, “The Enemy,” by Charlie Higson. Some projects can be fun though.
DeWitt’s favorite memory of Impact is last year when the class recreated the intro to The Suite Life on Deck and they had a pie smashed into
their face for it.

The Hamilton garden club getting the
town ready for Christmas

Overall DeWitt says that whether or not a career in art results
from studying at Impact, the skills learned are ones that they look forward to using in the future.

I’m thankful for all
the family time due
to covid —Xander
Williams

I’m thankful to
have basketball
season —Josh
Sprague

Hall Pass
What are you thankful for?
/By Bryan Farver; pics by Desirae Frasier/

I’m thankful for my family and
my health —Mr. Paitt

I’m thankful for basketball season and the
team —Caleb Lepper

I’m thankful for my family
always being there Camille Mathiak

I’m thankful for my helpful and
caring family —Zach Renfrow

Despite all that’s happened, I’m thankful I get to
see my family and teach Miss Hochstetler

Fun Fact
In 1939 President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt tried to
move Thanksgiving to a
week earlier. This was rejected by most states and
was moved back in 1941.
Source: history.com
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